“With crossbase I can comfortably supply our markets, languages and sales
channels with print and online media.”
Wolfgang Maier, Marketingleiter, LEUCO Ledermann GmbH & Co. KG

SOLUTION DESCRIPTION
Based on the crossbase standard software, a PIM, MAM and crossmedia solution
tailored to individual requirements was implemented for LEUCO. The starting point
is the interface to SAP. Via this connection, all sales items including logistical data
are passed on to the PIM system.

Company description
LEUCO is organizationally under the umbrella
of LEUCO AG, headquartered in Horb, an
internationally oriented group of companies in the precision tool industry in the
woodworking sector. LEUCO is the premium
brand for direct sales. With 20 subsidiaries
in 17 countries and 93 sales partners in
64 countries, LEUCO is one of the global
market leaders. The product range includes
circular saw blades, hoggers, milling cutters,
drills, indexable inserts, diamond tools and
clamping systems for solid wood, woodbased materials and composites.

The SAP data is enriched in the PIM system with extensive product relationships
(spare parts, indexable inserts, accessories), images and texts and displayed in various
market- and media-specific product views. This includes, for example, the product
catalog with more than 600 pages, also available as an internal sales document. All
publications are produced independently by LEUCO. The sophisticated product catalog
in terms of layout was implemented as a standard solution: With the individually
configured standard table, a sophisticated table layout with images and text from
different product views and product levels is automatically generated and the tables
are wrapped as a flow chart. Shortly before printing, the country-specific price data is
automatically added in a price run and the extensive index is automatically generated.

Type of company:
Manufacturer
Industry:
Tools
Sales range:
approx. 8,000 products
Sales volume:
approx. 137 million euros (2016)
Number of employees:
approx. 1,142
ERP system:
SAP

The translations are efficiently controlled via crossbase.trans and are available shortly
after the German catalog is completed. In particular, the prompt creation of the country
variants, which differ in assortment and price, brings significant cost advantages.

Type of software:Standard software
Type of solution: Individual solution
LEUCO Ledermann GmbH & Co.KG
72160 Horb
Connected locations:
F-67541 Ostwald Cedex
Contact:
Mr. Wolfgang Maier
(Marketing Manager)
Tel.: +49 7451 93-275
wolfgang.maier@leuco.com
www.leuco.de

THE INDIVIDUAL SOLUTION COMPONENTS
y PIM with connection to the SAP system
y Product views for market-specific presentation
y Image database and marketing database
y Coupling to Trados
y Printed sales catalogs, partially priced, also available as a sales document variant, in various language and country variants
y LEUCO website with integrated online catalog and dynamic tool finder

APPLICATION MODULES USED

ERP interface

Product database

Media Asset
Management

Text management

CMS / Website
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Print publishing

Data export
XML / Excel

Channel Output
Management

Workflowmanagement

Translation
management

DIGITAL AND PRINTED MEDIA
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